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Abstract

The human interface of a Caterpillar 325FB feller-
buncher was modi�ed to allow the operator to use
(i) a 5-DOF joystick, and (ii) a 6-DOF magnetically-
levitated joystick with sti�ness feedback. While the
operator commanded the velocity of the endpoint,
an onboard computer system managed total system
power, solved the inverse kinematics, servoed the joint
actuators, and controlled the magnetically-levitated
joystick.
It was found that there were signi�cant bene�ts to
single joystick endpoint velocity control including
smoothness of motion, less damage to product (trees),
and ease of operation. Controlling joystick sti�ness
as a function of endpoint force, was found to be both
a stable and e�ective form of feedback for a system
where joystick position maps to endpoint velocity.
Two di�erent hydraulic systems were implemented
and evaluated. The �rst used valve control, as in a
standard excavator. The second used hydrostatic con-
trol, by variable displacement pumps, and was found
to lead to lower power consumption and higher oper-
ating speeds.

1. Introduction

The human interface for controlling hydraulic exca-
vators has not changed signi�cantly over many years.
Traditionally, two spring-centered joysticks, each with
two degrees of freedom (see Figure 1), have been
used by operators to control the joint rates of a 4-
DOF excavator arm in a joint velocity control scheme.
Machine operators have to implicitly learn the inverse
Jacobian of machines with di�erent kinematic param-
eters - making use of vision to estimate the elements
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Figure 1. Standard Hand Controls

of the Jacobian at each moment. Since no single joy-
stick mapping standard has emerged in the industry,
operators may have to adapt to di�erent mappings
between joystick axes and arm joint axes when they
change machines. In addition, the standard joysticks
do not provide any force or tactile feedback from the
environment.
Although the di�culty of machine operation is most
evident in new operators, some well-trained operators
are much better than others in their ability to carry
out workspace tasks using jointspace controls. A num-
ber of tasks such as digging deep trenches or leveling
require the operator to work blindly or rely on sec-
ondary information such as engine noise or cab level
to control bucket forces. These di�culties are even
more pronounced when remote operation of machines
is required, such as in the handling and removal of
hazardous waste.
Our previous work and the work reported here was
motivated by a possible reduction in learning time,
reduction in adaptation time to di�erent machines,
reduction in fatigue, enhancement of safety through
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Figure 2. Feller-Buncher Schematic and Kinematic
Con�guration

remote operation, and improvement in productivity
and uniformity of production between operators with
di�erent motor coordination skills.

Speci�cally, the objective of the project has been to
study the bene�ts of endpoint velocity control (EVC)
with and without force feedback (FFB) to the opera-
tor.

Early equipment for telerobotics used spatially-
corresponding master/slave manipulators to achieve
endpoint position control for \hot-cell" manipulation
[1]. Bilateral force-feedback was either mechanically
or electrically incorporated in these systems. With the
availability of high-speed computation, non-spatially-
corresponding masters were later used with bilateral
force-feedback to control manipulators [2].

As the ratio of the length of the slave arm to the length
of the master arm increases, it becomes di�cult to
accurately control the slave using endpoint position
control. An alternative is to use endpoint velocity
control for which the joint rates can be found using the
manipulator inverse Jacobian [3]. Small hand controls
for this purpose that are similar in size to the joint
velocity hand controls shown in Figure 1 have been
proposed for space manipulator control [4].

A project was initiated at the University of British
Columbia (UBC) in 1985 to examine new control inter-
faces for hydraulic machines used in forest harvesting.
For ease in communicating the concept, endpoint ve-

Figure 3. Excavator Hydraulics Circuit

locity control in an excavator-based forestry machine
was termed \coordinated motion control". The results
of early experiments were reported by Wallersteiner et

al. for excavator-based machines [5] in which the op-
erator rotates with the machine. A Swedish project
studied truck-based log-loaders in which the operator
works in a �xed world reference frame [6]. Also at
about the same time, there was a proposal for teler-
obotic excavation [7].
The UBC project has addressed issues of:
(i) implementation of coordinated control on large hy-
draulic machines, including the design of joysticks,
machine instrumentation and hydraulic system modi-
�cations,
(ii) evaluation of various coordinated motion schemes
and joysticks from a human factors point of view, and
(iii) implementation of force-feedback to the operator
by using an active 6-DOF joystick.

A number of machine simulators were developed rang-
ing in complexity from simple kinematic models to full
dynamic models [8] including the machine hydraulic
system and actuators. The graphics interface to the
simulators was implemented on workstations display-
ing the operator's view from the cab. Force feedback
computed for simple dynamic interaction such as con-
tact with the environment or payload inertial force
was presented to the operator using an active 6-DOF
joystick [9].
Extensive experiments were carried out with a
CAT215B machine con�gured as an excavator, as a
log-loader, and with a CAT325FB feller-buncher. This
led to a month-long �eld demonstration of endpoint
velocity control in tree harvesting and to the control
of a machine using a single 6-DOF force-feedback joy-
stick to control end-e�ector linear motion, angular mo-
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tion, forces and torques.

This paper concentrates on the experiments carried
out on the Caterpillar 325FB feller-buncher and in-
cludes 1) a comparison of the two hydraulic systems
experimented with, the �rst one employing electrohy-
draulic pilot valves which push the spools of the main
hydraulic valves, the second using variable displace-
ment pumps instead of main valves for each actuating
cylinder, (ii) a discussion of bilateral (force-feedback)
control modalities and their e�ect on stability and per-
formance.

2. Machine and Control System

An excavator has four major degrees of freedom - a
cab rotation with respect to the base, a boom rota-
tion (proximal arm segment), a stick rotation (distal
arm segment), and a bucket curl (i.e. pitch). Di�erent
implements (end-e�ectors) can replace the bucket and
these implements can have several degrees of freedom
such as a grapple which can rotate (yaw direction),
and open/close; or a feller-buncher head. A feller-
buncher head, used for felling and accumulating trees,
can pitch, roll, grasp (with two pairs of arms called
\accumulator arms" and \grab arms"), and cut using
an approximately 1m diameter circular saw (see Fig-
ure 2).
The Caterpillar 325 excavator used in these studies
was modi�ed by Balderson Inc. and Finning Inc.
into a feller-buncher designated as a CAT325FB. The
joints of a basic excavator are controlled by a set of
main hydraulic valves which divert the hydraulic oil
ow from the pumps into each of the single-ended
cylinders that move the joints. The hydraulic sys-
tem is shown in Figure 3. The simplest conver-
sion to computer control of each joint is to replace
the manually-operated pilot valves shown in Figure
3 with electrohydraulically-operated pilot valves, and
add joint angle sensors to each joint of the machine.
A VME-Bus based machine computer system was
assembled and consists of a UNIXTM host, a
VxWorksTM host and active joystick controller, a
Transputer-based board controlling the machine in
resolved-rate mode and various input/output boards.
Major variables such as joint angles, system pressures,
and valve control signals were monitored in real-time
using StethescopeTM . Feasible desired endpoint ve-
locities are computed based on machine hydraulic con-
straints. A PD controller then uses a form of compen-
sation for load described in [10].

Figure 4. Feller-Buncher Hand Controller

3. Coordinated Motion Control

A 5-DOF hand controller (see Figure 4) for endpoint
velocity control was designed that provided preferen-
tial motion (using slides) in the direction of cutting
the tree (i.e. in the forward direction as the saw in
the head cuts through the tree).

Two di�erent hydraulic systems were investigated.
The �rst, called \Valve Control", utilized electrohy-
draulic pilot valves which applied pressures to each
end of the main valve spools. A description of this
system and its performance is given in [10].
The second system called \Pump Control" was de-
signed to replaced the original hydraulic system with a
set of 8 variable displacement pumps in a hydrostatic
drive con�guration. In this arrangement, each main
hydraulic actuator (tracks, cab rotation, boom, stick,
feller-buncher head pitch and saw motor) is driven by
a single variable displacement pump. The swash-plate
angle on the pump is electrohydraulically controlled
to vary the ow to the actuator. Each side of the ac-
tuator is connected to the corresponding side of the
pump. A \hot-oil valve" and charge system are used
to compensate for ows resulting from the di�erence
in piston areas [11].
The less demanding functions (accumulator arms,
grab-arms, and head roll) were valve-controlled. Fig-
ure 5 shows the outside cluster of 4 pumps symmet-
rically located on the face of the engine transmission.
Beneath this layer is another layer of 4 pumps driven
in tandem by the transmission.
The potential bene�ts of using pump control are that
(i) there are no main valves to generate heat, and (ii)
at each moment in time, excess energy from one func-
tion can be absorbed by another function. As an ex-
ample, the potential energy released from a tree falling
in the \pitch" direction while in the feller-buncher
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Figure 5. Hydrostatic Drive System

head's grasp, would be recovered by the saw pump
through the transmission. A similar case can be made
for combined boom and stick motions.

4. Rate Control with Sti�ness Feedback

The bene�ts of force-feedback in telemanipulation are
well known. In addition to faster completion time of
assembly tasks [12], force feedback can also reduce
stresses in the manipulator and the materials being
handled (this is particularly important if the machine
does not have six degrees of freedom). Additional in-
formation such as power consumption or hazardous
operation can also be presented in an intuitive way as
force-feedback information.

The use of force-feedback in the teleoperated control
of excavators was considered before in [13], where a
kinematically equivalent master controlling the exca-
vator position and providing joint-level force feedback
was proposed. The approach presented here addresses
the problem of providing force-feedback in rate mode
and used a 6-DOF magnetically levitated (maglev)
hand controller designed and built at UBC [14] (mo-
tion range �5 mm, �6�, maximum continuous force
20 N).

When force-feedback is used in rate mode, it can be
shown that if the end-point force is scaled and re-
turned to the operator directly, the teleoperator can-
not be transparent. A mass load would be felt as a
viscous force, a damper as a spring, etc.. Although
perfect transparency is still achievable when force-
feedback is used in rate mode, it requires integration of
hand forces and di�erentiation of environment forces,
and has quite limited stability robustness [15, 9, 16].

An alternative approach has been presented in [15, 17],
will be referred to as \sti�ness feedback", and is shown
schematically in Figure 6. In Figure 6 the master and
operator hand impedances are incorporated in Zm,

⊕
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Figure 6. Schematic Diagram of Rate Control with
Sti�ness Feedback

and the slave, having impedance Zs, is assumed to
be controlled in a stable manner by a compensator Cs
against an environment impedance Ze. Instead of di-
rect force feedback, the sti�ness Km of the master is
modulated by the sensed environment force according
to the rule,

Km = sat[Knom + feKrsgn(xh)] (1)

which is illustrated in Figure 7. The saturation
function in (1) limits the joystick sti�ness to Km 2
[Kmin;Kmax] (Km > 0), while the the sign function
is needed to avoid having the slave \stuck" in a sti�
environment because the master is centered by a high
sti�ness value.

Within the linear area of the sti�ness adjustment rule,
the operator experiences an environment-dependent
force equal to Krjxhjfe, which is essentially direct
force feedback modulated by the joystick displace-
ment. This suggests that the \transparency" of sti�-
ness control should be good, at least locally. Stability
proofs for sti�ness control have been obtained so far
only under very limiting assumptions on the operator
impedance and either slow-varying assumptions on fe,
or large joystick damping Bm (see Figure 6) [9]. How-
ever, simulations and experimental results have been
very good [15, 9].

5. End-Point Force Estimation

The accurate measurement and/or estimation of end-
point forces for excavator-type machines is a di�cult
problem. The machine arms cannot be easily modi�ed
to accept multi-degree-of-freedom force-torque sensors
mounted at the end-e�ectors, and, even if they did,
large shock loading would make this option of dubious
reliability [15]. Instead, it is better to measure cylin-
der forces via load-cells or di�erential pressure sensors.
The cylinder pressures were measured by transducers
mounted close to the hydraulic pumps. The vector of
joint torques � of the machine arm is computed from
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the cylinder forces by solving simple two-bar and four-
bar linkage problems [15, 9]. The end-point wrench
vector fe can be computed from the arm dynamic
equations and a Jacobian transformation as follows:

JT (q)fe = � �D(q)�q � C(q; _q) _q � g(q) (2)

= � �D(q)�q � C(q; _q) _q � Yg(q)pg

where q, J , D, C and g are the joint variables, arm
Jacobian, mass matrix, centrifugal and Coriolis terms
and the gravity force, respectively, and the gravi-
tational terms have been re-written in a "linear-in-
parameters" form [18]. Since neither the excavator nor
the feller-buncher have six degrees of freedom, the Ja-
cobian in (2) is not invertible. Either a pseudo-inverse
(smallest norm satisfying (2) or setting components of
fe to zero can be used to solve this equation.

Due to the signi�cant noise component in the velocity
and acceleration signals _q and �q, and due to the uncer-
tainty in the link inertial parameters, only the grav-
itational terms of the arm rigid body dynamics were
used in the above computation. It is essential that the
gravity terms be computed because, without gravity
compensation, machine operation with an active joy-
stick would be both tiring and hazardous. The pa-
rameter vector pg was identi�ed from � � Yg(q)pg = 0
(Yg(q) 2 IR5�7) by driving the free CAT325FB arm
very slowly to random locations and collecting the
cylinder forces and joint variables, then using a recur-
sive least-squares algorithm [15, 9]. With better joint-
angle sensors, the complete forward dynamics could
be used in the above equation. If the arm parame-
ters are not known exactly, the identi�cation proce-
dure could be repeated, although there would be sig-
ni�cantly more parameters to be identi�ed.

6. Coodinated Control Experiments

The most objective comparison of coordinated con-
trol vs standard joint control would be to have two
identical machines and have an operator use each ma-
chine on identical terrain and identical trees. This
type of study had been previously carried out on a
log loader (see [19]) but was not deemed to be feasible
for a feller-buncher since the same trees cannot be cut
twice. Instead, extended demonstrations were set up,
to which machine operators and other representatives
of forest companies, harvesting contractors, suppliers
and machine manufaturers were invited to come and
operate the feller-buncher.

For valve control, the machine was delivered to a forest
harvesting site near Kelowna B.C. for a period of one
week. For pump control, the feller-buncher was moved
to a di�erent forest harvesting test site near Kelowna
B.C. It was also evaluated for one week at a second
site near Quesnel B.C.

Operator Reaction

Each visitor to any of the sites observed a demonstra-
tion, operated the machine for a period of time and
then responded to a questionnaire.
It was observed [20] that that novices could be rea-
sonably comfortable in controlling the machine after
several hours compared to much longer times of at
least several days to a week for the standard machine
controls. A major problem with long learning times is
the potential damage to the machine during the learn-
ing period.
Experienced operators observed that the machine was
smoother in operation and somewhat faster - espe-
cially for the pump-controlled version. This was hard
to quantify since operators use di�erent manufac-
turer's machines and there was no direct comparison
between machines on the site.
Because of the large diameter of the saw and the neces-
sity of perfectly coordinating the joints to produce a
horizontal motion during cutting, it is not uncommon
that the butt of the tree will be damaged (split) during
felling using standard controls. It was observed that
that the incidence of butt damage was much reduced
with coordinated control.

Power and Speed Comparison

During the feller-buncher �eld trials, estimates of head
speed and power consumed by boom, stick and head
pitch were computed. The bottom trace in Figure 8
shows a typical recording of head speed during valve
controlled operation. The top trace shows the power
consumed by the three functions. Figure 9 shows the
corresponding recordings during a typical pump con-
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Figure 8. Machine Power and Head Speed with Valve
Control
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Figure 9. Machine Power and Head Speed with Pump
Control

trolled motion. It can be seen from these curves that
higher speeds (conservatively 10-15%) can be achieved
at about 30% lower power. The net bene�t would be
that machines using pump control would require less
cooling, would consume less fuel, and would have a
longer working life. There were two disadvantages of
pump control that were evident. The �rst is that the
hydraulic system is more complex and consequently
would cost more than a conventional system. This
could be reduced somewhat by improved manifold de-
sign. The second is a small inherent drift in cylin-
der position that has to be actively controlled using
the joint sensors (in valve control, centering the valve
stops cylinder motion). This has safety implications
and requires reliable joint or cylinder displacement
sensors.

7. Sti�ness Feedback Experiments

Force feedback control was also implemented. The
UBC maglev hand-controller was mounted inside the
machine cab. End-point forces were computed ac-
cording to (2), in the cab-attached frame, assuming
that the cab yaw torque component is negligible (this
is equivalent to using a 5 � 5 Jacobian in (2)). Di-
rect force feedback in rate mode was implemented and
found to be unsatisfactory, since stability could only
be maintained for very low force-scaling back to the
master. The sti�ness control scheme illustrated in Fig-
ure 6 was implemented along each axis of the hand-
controller, except yaw, with the following parameters
(see Figure 2):

Axis Kmin Kmax Bm Deadband
N/mm N/mm N/mm/s mm

X0 3.00 8.00 0.06 1.5
Y0 2.00 4.00 0.06 1.5
Z0 3.00 9.00 0.06 1.5

Nm/rad Nm/rad Nm/rad/s mrad
X0-rot. 0.30 0.80 0.04 35.0
Y0-rot. 0.30 0.80 0.04 35.0

Thresholds for the computed machine forces were also
implemented in order to avoid feeding back machine
cylinder stiction forces, as well as pressure oscillations
due to the pumps, hose elasticity, etc.. These thresh-
olds were in the range of 6,000 N. End-e�ector forces
as high of 55,000 N were encountered.

The overall haptic feedback provided by the above
scheme was excellent. Although a thorough set of mea-
surements could not be completed due to the di�culty
of working with such a large machine, the ability to
apply controlled forces was demonstrated. For exam-
ple, Figure 10, displays the result of an experiment
requiring the operator to apply an end-e�ector force
against the ground as displayed on the screen of a lap-
top computer. By contrast, if no sti�ness feedback
is employed, the task becomes impossible to perform.
Finally, Figure 12 shows the radial force encountered
during tree-cutting.

These experiments have shown that sti�ness feedback
presents a viable way of controlling a large excavator-
based machine in a stable fashion with su�cient haptic
feedback to enable the application of controlled forces.
Further work is necessary to improve the sensed cylin-
der forces, to quantify the degree of \transparency"
provided by the sti�ness feedback, and to demonstrate
that real tasks can be completed faster when force in-
formation is displayed to the operator.
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8. Conclusions

Coordinated motion control in either pump or valve
controlled systems was found by experienced operators
to provide smoother machine motion and less damage
to the tree stems during cutting. It was also found
that novice operators were able to operate the ma-
chine more readily than with the standard controls.
It was found that, although somewhat more complex,
a pump controlled machine is both faster and con-
sumes lower power than a valve controlled machine.
Sti�ness control was found to be a stable and e�ective
method of controlling force application in endpoint ve-
locity controlled systems.
As a result of these experiments, we feel that there is a
considerable potential for improvement in the human
interfaces in excavator type machines.
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